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Ondato: SMS Signature

The tool that enables closing business deals remotely and safely

Highest Security

• Uniquely linked to the signatory

• A custom, single-use PIN code for signing

• Advanced encryption technologies

Fast and Simple Use

• Completed with a simple text message

• Signing process in under 20 seconds

• No integration or IT resources required

Complete Coverage

• Supports all electronic documents

• Compatible with any cell phone

• Worldwide customer accessibility

“The key value of the SMS Signature tool is that we are now able to provide the possibility of remotely closing agreements to anyone who does not 
have a qualified e-signature. To both Fjord Bank and our clients this solution saves business deals, reduces costs as well as resources, and creates a 
frictionless experience.” – Fjord Bank



Over 95% of SMS messages are read by recipients in under 
three minutes - 5,900% faster than an average email response. 

Guaranteed Outcome

It has become difficult to ensure a fast and 
secure way of closing business agreements from 
anywhere the world

An advanced electronic signature tool that is 
enabled with a simple text message

Expanded accessibility for customers and 
accelerated business operations for companies

Remote business operations require top-level 
security while delivering an effortless experience for 
customers.

SMS Signature works in three simple steps:
• Document requiring signature is reviewed by 

client;
• A 6-digit PIN code is sent to user’s phone number 

via SMS; 
• Received code is submitted, automatically signing 

the document.

Finalize business agreements instantly and securely 
by reaching clients anywhere in the world.

Emerging Challenge Our Solution



Case Study: Fjord Bank

Fjord Bank became the global pioneers within the banking sector by 
adapting Ondato’s unique SMS Signature solution to their business 

operations. Their goal was to make remote financial institution 
services available to a wider customer base, while maintaining the 
same level of security at the shortest possible processing time. The 
SMS Signature tool helps company clients effortlessly review and 
sign any electronic document in a matter of seconds. This allows 

new as well as existing users to open accounts, acquire loans, 
finalize agreements, and accept commercial offers through a simple 

text message. Ondato has facilitated Fjord Bank to achieve its 
desired goals, improve the overall client experience, reduce costs, 

save time, and meet all compliance regulations. 

Achieved Results

Bank-level security

Accelerated business deals 

Expanded customer accessibility 


